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Floor Machine Pads
Nylon Floor Machine Pads
¾”, thickness, nylon web construction, pop-out centre,
5/case.

Black, for stripping
(A) SAP–017213  20”............................................$6.75/Each
Volume discount when you buy 5 or more.................................$6.48/Each

White, super gloss pad for high gloss polish
(B) SAP–057590  17”............................................$5.96/Each
Volume discount when you buy 5 or more.................................$5.46/Each

Polyester Floor Machine Pads
¾”, thickness, nylon web construction, pop-out centre,
5/case.

Red, for buffing and spray cleaning
 SAP–017234  12” D........................................$3.62/Each
Volume discount when you buy 5 or more.................................$3.47/Each

 SAP–017236  13” D........................................$4.05/Each
Volume discount when you buy 5 or more.................................$3.71/Each

(C) SAP–066877  14” D........................................$6.95/Each

 SAP–017225  20” D........................................$7.39/Each
Volume discount when you buy 5 or more.................................$7.09/Each

White Super UHS, for stripping, scrubbing, buffing and
polishing
(D) SAP–017222  20” D........................................$7.39/Each
Volume discount when you order 5 or more..............................$7.09/Each

Blue, scrubbing and spray cleaning, ¾” thickness,
polyester web construction, pop-out centre
(E) SAP–017228  20” D........................................$6.96/Each

Synthetic Floor Machine Pads
Tan, thermal burnish non-woven pad for light scuff
removal
(F) SAP–017216  20” D........................................$6.96/Each
Volume discount when you order 5 or more..............................$6.46/Each
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Broom Heads
Soft Sweep Push Brooms
Blend of natural horsehair and synthetic fibre, bored 
and threaded both sides, lacquered hardwood block,
6/case. Hardwood handle SAP-026068 sold separately.
(A) SAP–025986  24”..............................................$18.26/Each 

 SAP–025988  36”..............................................$63.93/Each

Safety Orange Push Broom
Synthetic fine sweep, 18” hardwood block, orange fibre 
offers high visibility around construction equipment 
and forklifts, 6/case. Bolt-on hardwood handle system 
SAP–026064 sold separately.
(B) SAP–025991........................................................$20.78/Each
*Volume discount when you order 6 or more ..............................$19.94/Each

Synthetic Fine/Medium Push Broom
Soft synthetic outer bristles pick up fine particles, 
stiffer tampico centre moves larger debris, lacquered 
hardwood block, bored and threaded on both sides, 
6/case. Hardwood handle SAP–026068 or aluminum 
handle SAP-026057 sold separately.
(C) SAP–025985  18”..............................................$17.82/Each
*Volume discount when you order 6 or more...............................$17.08/Each

 SAP–025987  24”..............................................$33.11/Each

Street/Stable Broom X-Coarse Sweep
Synthetic fibre street broom for extremely heavy debris, 
street cleaning or construction applications. Hardware 
block bored both sides, chemical and water resistant, 
10/case. Hardwood handle SAP-026069 sold separately.
(D) SAP–025997  14”..............................................$17.27/Each

 SAP–025990  16”..............................................$13.33/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more.............................$12.79/Each

Plastic Whisk Broom
All-plastic whisk easily sweeps upholstery, stairways, 
window sills, and small spaces. Bright yellow plastic 
bristles and handle with integrated hanger, impervious 
to moisture, 12/case.
(E) SAP–025995...........................................................$6.64/Each

Broom Handles
15/16” Wooden Handle
54” long hardwood handle with nylon threaded tip,
15⁄16” thick, 10/case.
(F) SAP–050743...........................................................$7.96/Each

Jumbo Broom Wooden Handle with Connector
60” long wooden handle, 1” ultra-thick, jumbo 
aluminum connector, 10/case. Use with SAP–025991.
(G) SAP–026064........................................................$11.14/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more.............................$10.69/Each

15/16” Wooden Threaded Handle
54” long threaded wooden handle, 15⁄16” diameter, fits all 
tools that accept a standard threaded handle, 25/case.
(H) SAP–026068 ...................................................$4.04/Each

1-1/8” Wooden Tapered Handle
54” long thick hardwood handle, tapered end, 11⁄8” thick 
and extra-durable, 25/case. Use with SAP–026076.
(I)  SAP–026069...........................................................$8.96/Each

Aluminum Handle with Threaded Tip
60” long aluminum with nylon threaded tip. A good 
choice where wood is not acceptable, 10/case.
(J) SAP–026057........................................................$17.40/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more.............................$16.70/Each
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Brooms
Fox Medium-Duty Corn Broom
Medium-duty mixed corn, 6 string construction, 15/16”
lacquered hardwood handle, commercial use, 12/bundle.
(A) SAP–025981 ......................................................$12.93/Each
*Volume discount when you order 12 or more ...........................$12.41/Each

Wolf Heavy-Duty Corn Broom
100% corn with a 3 string and 1 steel band construction, 
industrial use, 11⁄8” handle, 12/bundle.
(B) SAP–046002 ......................................................$21.44/Each

Lightweight Angle Broom
Super angle bristles reach under cabinets and into corners, 
synthetic fibre, includes metal handle with threaded tip.
(C) SAP–065712..........................................................$9.43/Each

Commercial Large Angle Broom
All-purpose heavy duty large angle broom, 12” sweep
face, commercial use. Heavy duty 48” long 15/16” diameter
powder coated metal handle, 6/case.
(D) SAP–052394.......................................................$17.44/Each
*Volume discount when you order 12 or more ...........................$16.74/Each

Dust Mops
5” Breakaway Dust Mop - Frame and Handle
Industrial steel frame collapses for easy installation of
5” slip-on or tie-on dust mops, 24” width, swivels 360°,
60” hardwood handle, 5/case. Use with SAP–026023.
(E) SAP–026020.......................................................$27.83/Each

Astrolene Slip-On Cut-End Dust Mop
Astrolene yarn, blend of 4 synthetic fibres, resists fraying,
does not produce lint, stands up in the wash. Pre-treated
with Velva Sheen dust control treatment, and can be
re-treated after washing to maintain the dust-trapping 
properties of Velva Sheen. Slip-on style works with 5” 
collapsible breakaway frames. 10/case.

Use with SAP-026020
(F) SAP–026023  24”.............................................$27.03/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more ...........................$25.94/Each

 SAP–026024  36”.............................................$40.66/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more ...........................$37.97/Each

Dust Pans
Metal Dust Pan
Heavy-duty metal dust pan for general dirt and debris
pick up, 12” width, 20 gauge steel, enameled,12/case.
(G) SAP–026107..........................................................$8.39/Each

Polypropylene Dust Pan
Rubber polypropylene dust pan for general dirt and
debris pick up, fill, 12” width, 12/case.
(H) SAP–026108..........................................................$5.01/Each
*Volume discount when you order 12 or more..............................$4.81/Each
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Mops
Cotton Yacht Mop
3-ply white cotton yarn, wire bound, rust resistant, 54” wood 
handle, semi-disposable, 10/bundle.

(A) SAP–026027  225 g..................................................... $8.04/Each

 SAP–026022  350 g..................................................... $8.86/Each

 SAP–026028  450 g, 5/bundle............................... $9.91/Each

 SAP–026029  550 g, 5/bundle............................ $12.39/Each

Mop Heads
Cotton Narrow Band Wet Mop
Absorbent cotton yarn, four rows of stitching, general
purpose cleaning, semi-disposable and non-launderable,
can be rinsed and hung to dry between uses, 10/case.
Use with mop handle SAP–026060

(B) SAP–026039  550 g..................................................... $6.26/Each

 SAP–026040  650 g..................................................... $7.56/Each
*Volume discount when you order 30 or more .......................................$7.26/Each

MicroEco Loop Mop
4-ply microfiber yarn, narrow band, minimized linting, high 
resistance to chemicals & disinfectants, derived from plastic 
bottles, white/green.
(C) SAP–054299 ................................................................ $10.63/Each

TuffStuff Wide Band Wet Mop Head
Synthetic-cotton blend yarn combines durability with 
absorbency, looped-end construction prevents tangling and 
fraying, 10/case. Use with Alligator mop handle SAP-026062.

(D) SAP–026041  Small, 450 g...................................... $8.06/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more ...................................... $7.74/Each

 SAP–026042  Medium, 550 g............................ $16.33/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more ..................................... $15.65/Each

 SAP–026043  Large, 650 g................................... $13.69/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more .................................... $13.14/Each

TuffStuff Ringtail Wet Mop
TuffStuff cotton-synthetic yarn, compact size for tight spaces,
works well with cone-style pails and wringers, launderable,
green, 20/case. Use with handle SAP-026068.
(E) SAP–026056 .................................................................. $9.24/Each
*Volume discount when you order 20 or more ...................................... $8.58/Each

Cotton Wring-Ezy Wet Mop
High quality cut-end cotton yarn, perfect for use in tight 
spaces, 275 g, can be rinsed out and hung to dry between 
uses, 20/case. Use with handle SAP–026068.
(F) SAP–043951................................................................... $8.91/Each
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Mop Handles - Clamp Style
Quickway Mop Wooden Handle
For use with narrow band mops, 54” long, 1” thick
hardwood, all-metal head with screw clamp and
wing nut to tighten, quick-release design, 10/case.
Use with SAP–026039, SAP–026040
(A) SAP–026060 ............................................... $14.13/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more ..................... $13.56/Each

Fiberglass Snap-N-Go Flat Mop Handle
Lightweight, 60” long fiberglass handle, quick-release
mop handle clamps in place without the mess and
allows user to change/replace mop heads in seconds,
reinforced high impact plastic.
(B) SAP–065711................................................ $17.23/Each

Aluminum Jaws Wet Mop Handle
Aluminum 60” handle and nylon Jaws connector,
alligator type Jaws opens wide to make mop changes
quick and simple, resistant to chemicals, 10/case.
Use with wide band mops SAP–026041, SAP–26042, 
SAP–026043.
(C) SAP–026062 ............................................... $27.38/Each
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more ..................... $26.28/Each

Floor Cleaning Tools
Industrial Floor Squeegee
Rust-resistant, lightweight, one-piece aluminum channel,
24”, thick industrial-grade rubber blade. Used in industrial
trade on rough floor surfaces with large amounts of 
water. Recommended handle SAP-026069.
(D) SAP–026076....................................................... $27.61/Each

Caution/Attention Wet Floor Sign
Bright yellow to attract attention, 24”  high, two-sided,
English and French wording, folds up for easy storage, 
lightweight with hand slot for easy transportation.
(E) SAP–026087................................................ $15.12/Each

WaveBrake Bucket/Wringer Combo
Massive 35 qt (33 litres) capacity, dual water down press 
combo with downward pressure wringer tested to exceed 
50,000 wringing cycles, water evacuation foot pedal, 
plastic, yellow, 25” high
(F) SAP–071759................................................ $177.16/Each
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Buckets & Pails
Utility Bucket
Heavy duty construction, spill-free pour spout, red,
molded-in graduation marks for measuring, chemical 
and corrosion resistant handle with comfortable 
plastic grip.

10 quarts (9.35 litres), 12/case
(A) SAP–026093................................................ $12.55/Each

14 quarts (13.24 litres), 6/case
 SAP–026094................................................ $27.60/Each

Plastic Storage Pail with Lid
White, sturdy, high density polyethylene, finger grip
handle, with snap-on lid.

5 gallons (18.92 litres)
(B) SAP–067621................................................ $14.82/Each

2 gallons (7.57 litres)
(C) SAP–067622................................................... $6.23/Each

Floor Cleaner
Stride Citrus Neutral Cleaner
Non-alkaline concentrated formulation for everyday 
cleaning of floors and hard surfaces, use in automatic 
floor scrubbing machines, low-foaming formula, 
neutral pH formulation that does not require rinsing 
and dries film-free, 18.9 litres.
(D) SAP–026362.................................... $53.94/Container
*Volume discount when you order 10 or more.............. $51.78/Container
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Floor Finishers & Floor Sealers
Green Steel Liquid Floor Finish
High-gloss, odour-free floor finish designed to withstand
extremely heavy traffic with minimal maintenance,
4 litre container.
(A) SAP–026378.............................................. $31.83/Container

Northern Glo Floor Finish
Low maintenance, durable, crystal clear finish, commercial
and industrial use only, ready to use, 18.9 litre container.
(B) SAP–026383........................................... $160.85/Container
*Volume discount when you order 4 or more.......................... $154.42/Container

Floor Care
Pine-Sweep Sweeping Compound
Sweeping powder that facilitates cleaning by attracting
dust and keeping it on the ground. Made for all types of
unwaxed wood, metal or concrete floors. Fresh pine scent,
biodegradable, silica-free, 20 kg bag.
(C) SAP–066460............................................................. $27.56/Box

Dustbane Sweeping Compound
Use to clean and reduce airborne dirt and dust during 
sweeping of sealed and unsealed wood, concrete and metal 
floors, high absorbency for spills, simple to use, natural 
ingredients, 100% biodegradable, 22 kg box.
(D) SAP–026412..................................................... $38.86/Carton

Absorbent Material
Absorbs oil, water, grease, chemical solutions, paint, ink,
food waste, for indoor use, 16.3 kg bag.
 SAP–026414............................................................. $23.01/Bag

De-Icing Compounds
Eco-Melt Ice Melter
Environmentally friendly ice melt pellets, effective to –24°C,
safe for concrete, brick, decking and around carpets and
vegetation, green colour indicator when active, 20 kg bag.
(E) SAP–051372............................................................. $17.49/Bag
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